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Download digital version now!
The latest issue of Offsite Magazine is now available to download and full of industry news, project case studies, product launches
and expert opinion, plus a review of Explore Offsite at Ecobuild and a full offsite events calendar for 2017.

In this issue...

... plus
P26 | Build Better - Build Offsite
On the day that the Housing White Paper was launched, the BBC reported from the SIG Offsite manufacturing facility and gained an
insight into the process behind the hugely successful hoUSe project. Understand the rationale behind the creation of SIG Offsite [...]

P34 | Picking up the Pace of Construction
The Government’s White Paper – Fixing our Broken Housing Market - was published recently promising ‘radical, lasting reform’ on the
ways homes are delivered. These reforms are set to include offsite construction and the use of more reliable and faster building
methods [...]

P36 | Helping make the Capital Affordable
On behalf of the London Assembly Planning Committee, Nicky Gavron AM, is investigating the role offsite housing can play in
achieving the new Mayor of London's objective for housing in London [...]

P40 | Beyond brick and block
As offsite construction threatens to hit the mainstream, the Building Societies Association and several UK lenders and valuers have
been vocal in discussing offsite construction with mixed opinions on quality and longevity [...]

P44 | PSBP & Modular Delivery
The Government’s Priority School Building Programme (PSBP) is revamping and replacing a swathe of schools across the country [...]

P46 | Establishing Efficient Procurement Routes
The EFA is playing a central role in revitalising schools across the UK. We caught up with Project Director, Richard Crosby who leads
the team making it all happen for a quick Q&A on what offsite can deliver [...]

P60 | Modular - sustainability and reliability
Matthew Goff, Director of UK operations at Actavo | Building Solutions, outlines some key reasons why modular is overtaking
traditional construction methods in the quality and sustainability stakes [...]

P68 | Inspirational Precast for Nottingham One
Nottingham One is notable for being one of the largest mixed-use developments delivered in the East Midlands. Concrete was
selected at an early stage as the principal material for the development and offsite manufacture added a range of project benefits [...]

P72 | LSF Delivers Student Style
Icarus LSF worked with Carillion Construction to create a large student accommodation scheme of over 280 units, located in central
Newcastle. This time-critical project with several complex site constraints needed a building solution that would deliver both pace and
innovation [...]

P88 | Offsite: only part of the solution
While offsite manufacturing is destined to play an increasingly important role in the future of building engineering services, it doesn’t
have all the answers yet says Tim Rook, Technical Director of the Building Engineering Services Association (BESA) [...]
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